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Abstract  
The purpose of this work is to use acoustic emission signal parameters to identify and 
characterize the various damage mechanisms in composite and composite-antenna-structures 
during tensile and buckling loading. The wave form, FFT diagram, peak power, frequency 
centroid, peak frequency, absolute energy, average frequency, duration and amplitude were 
used for discriminate the acoustic emission signals, enabling a correlation with the damage 
mechanisms modes: fibre breakage, interfacial debonding fibre/matrix, micro and macro 
matrix cracking, delamination onset (microdelamination) and propagation of delamination 
(macrodelamination). These results open perspectives for real-time damage monitoring in 
complex composite material.  

 
 

1 Introduction 
Advanced composite materials have been incorporated in increasing amounts in lightweight 
design of sports utility, pressure vessel and other primary/secondary structures in aerospace 
industry (25% for A380) due to their excellent specific strength and stiffness in comparison to 
conventional materials. 
In recent years, non-destructive testing (NDT) have seen developed for monitoring of damage 
accumulation in composite materials. Among the different techniques, acoustic emission (AE) 
is one of the primary technologies used for the identification of different types of failure in-
service monitoring. AE is an efficient method for real time monitoring, damage growth in 
both structural components and laboratory specimens. 
Damage mechanisms up to failure are rather complex in composite laminates. One reason is 
that several damages phenomena (matrix cracking, delamination, fibre breakage, fibre/matrix 
debonding, fibre pull-out, etc.) are acting alone or coupled. Many researches proposed to use 
several parameters such as amplitudes and/or frequency to discriminate damage mechanisms. 
Gong et al. [1] showed that the discrimination of glass/epoxy composite by using amplitude 
distribution can be divided into five categories: 33 to 45 dB for matrix cracking, 46 to 58 for 
delamination growth, 59 to 68 dB for fibre/matrix debonding, 69 to 86 dB for fibre pull-out 
and 87 to 100 dB for fibre breakage. However, this classification can not validate for 
carbon/epoxy composite. Beside that many workers [2,3] showed clearly that the amplitude 
discrimination parameter of each damage types depends on a typical tests condition such as 
tensile and bending. The assignment by using AE amplitude makes uncertain. Therefore, new 
parameters were proposed. De Groot et al. [4] found that the classification in carbon/epoxy 
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composite material using average frequency can be divided into four types: the matrix 
cracking (90 - 180 kHz), the debonding of fibre/matrix (240 to 310 kHz), the fibre pull-out 
(180 to 240 kHz) and the fibre breakage (>300 kHz). In the similar way, Russell and Hennek 
[5] showed that the matrix cracking in graphite/epoxy composites generate frequency between 
50 and 150 kHz. Another way of frequency analysis was proposed in previous research using 
FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) [6,7]. They found that peak amplitude of frequency response 
for matrix cracking, debonding and fibre breakage in graphite/epoxy composite are 140, 300 
and 405 kHz, respectively.  
However the acoustic signatures of damage events are rather scattered and depend on AE 
system in particularly AE sensor. Consequently, there is no universal signature for damaging 
events. Moreover the wing of aircraft in which the antenna system is holding on is generally 
subjected to bending loading. Therefore, one or several parameters identified in tensile 
loading are not valid for complex structure and different loads applied. 
For this reason, in this study, the multivariable parameters as wave form, FFT diagram, peak 
power, frequency centroid, absolute energy, average frequency, peak frequency, duration, 
amplitude and theirs peak density will used to discriminate damage mechanisms. In order to 
investigate each damage mechanism and the loading type effect, the tensile tests in different 
stacking sequences and one stacking sequence of buckling test were performed. Finally, AE 
clustering will validated in composite antenna system specimen submitted to buckling 
loading. 

 
2 Materials and testing methods  
2.1 Materials 
In this study, two types of material have been investigated: composite material, composite-
antenna-structure. First, the composite material was carried out on carbon (T700)/epoxy 
(M21). The density of carbon fibre is 1.8 g/cm3 and that of the epoxy resin is 1.2 g/cm3. The 
volume fraction of carbon fibre was 58%. All of the specimens in tensile test of (0°8), (90°8), 
(45°8), (0°2,±90°2)S, (90°2,0°2)S, (0°2,±20°2)S, (90°2,±45°2,0°2)S and (0°2,±45°2,90°2)S 
laminated with 0.125 mm for one ply thickness were 20x250 mm2. Each of these types is 
expected to generate preferentially certain damage modes during applied loading: fibre 
breakage, debonding between fibre and matrix, matrix cracking, delamination. All of the 
specimens were cut from plates (300x300 mm2) using a diamond wheel saw. The specimens 
were used aluminium tab in order to reduce the signal from the gripe during loading. In the 
same manner as tensile test, the similar dimension of (0°2,±45°2,90°2)S laminate without 
aluminium tab was perform in buckling test. A second material was the composite-antenna-
structure. This material compose of (0°2,±45°2,90°2)S laminated and antenna system 
(metamaterial) (Fig. 1(a)). The similar dimension as the tensile test was studied to subject to 
buckling loading.  

 

  
(a) (b) 

      Figure 1. (a) Composite-antenna-structures and (b) experimental setup in tensile loading 
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2.2 Acoustic emission (AE) system and AE parameters  
Acoustic emission was continuously monitored during the tensile tests by using a MISTRAS 
data acquisition system of Physical Acoustics Corporation (PAC) with a 40 dB pre-
amplification. Environmental noise was filtered using a threshold of 40 dB. AE measurements 
were achieved by using two resonant micro-80 PAC sensors which have a large range of 
resonance (200 kHz-1MHz), and a peak resonance about 300 kHz, coupled on the faces of the 
samples. The nominal distance between sensors in tensile test and buckling test for composite 
material were 60 mm and 100 mm for semi-structure with and without antenna system 
allowing the linear localisation of AE sources. The coupling between the surface of composite 
and ceramic sensor was not only provided a gel or silicone grease but also the sensors were 
held in place with a mechanical device in order to ensure applied with a constant pressure and 
thickness film of gel. 
After the installation of the transducers, a pencil lead break procedure [8] was used to 
simulate AE signals in the calibration of each test. Preliminary measurements allowed us to 
set up the acquisition parameters for our materials: PDT (Peak Definition Time = 50 �s), 
HDT (Hit Definition Time = 100 us), HTL (Hit Lockout Time = 200 �s). We note that these 
parameters depend on the material properties. The velocity of wave propagation was found to 
be equal to 9600, 2550, 3500, 6700, 8250 and 5400 m/s for (0°8), (90°8), (45°8), (0°2,±90°2)S, 
(0°2,±20°2)S, (0°2,±45°2,90°2)S , respectively. 
On each signal, we recorded waveforms and parameters which were calculated from the 
waveforms (rise time, duration, amplitude, average frequency, energy etc...). After recording 
the waveforms, we used the NOESIS software to recalculate for clarify these parameters and 
to calculate other parameters. This software has many advantages for more accurate to 
discriminate AE signal. 
In this study, multivariable parameters (seven parameters) both time and frequency domains 
were used in order to discriminate for each damage mechanism. The discrimination 
parameters can be divided into three groups. First, it is frequency approach which consist of 
average frequency (kHz), frequency centroid (kHz), peak frequency (kHz) and then, it is 
energy approach which consist of amplitude (dB), peak power (dB) and absolute energy (aJ, 
atto Joules = 10-18). Finally, it is duration time (sec). 
The frequency centroid (kHz) (also known as the first moment of inertia) results from a 
performing a real-time FFT and carrying out the follow calculation: 
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In the similar way, the peak power (dB) is also calculated according to power spectrum of 
FFT signal. The average frequency (kHz) is the number of the AE counts divided by the 
duration time, while peak frequency is the frequency which is high magnitude in FFT 
diagram. The absolute energy (aJ, atto Joules = 10-18) is strongly related to the source energy 
and is defined as integral of the squared voltage signal divided by the reference resistance 
(10k�) over the duration of AE waveform. 

 
2.3 Testing methods  
Generally the wing of aircraft in which the antenna system is holding on is subjected to 
bending loading which one in tensile and another one in compression. To simplify the damage 
and AE analysis, in this study, two groups of materials were investigated: composite material 
under tensile and buckling loading and composite-antenna-systems under buckling loading.  
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First, the composite tensile tests were performed at room temperature using hydraulic 
machine with low crosshead speed (0.2 mm/min) in order to avoid the saturation of EA 
system. Step loading was performed by using CDD camera and two sensors Micro-80 of AE 
with 60 mm distance in order to monitor progressive damages accumulation (Figure 1(b)). A 
continuous loading was also performed to investigate the loading effect condition. Before 
each test, the edges of specimens were polished.  
In case of bending loading case, buckling tests were performed in order to avoid parasite 
signals due to contact load point during three or four point bending flexural test. When 
specimen is subjected to longitudinal forced, it will suddenly shift to one side and buckle 
before attaining the admissible compressive strain (Figure 2). Besides, the rubber plate was 
mounted on metal plate to reduce the parasite noise due to contact load point. In the similar 
manner with bending loading, the buckling test occur one side of specimen in tensile and 
another side in compression. Buckling test in composite and composite-antenna-structures 
specimens were performed with cross-head speed 1 mm/min with four sensors of Micro-80. 
Two sensors (Ch-3 and Ch-4) mounted on rubber material nearly the end of specimen were 
used to detect signal due to the friction between the specimen and rubber material. While two 
sensors (Ch-1 and Ch2) were used to detect the AE events of damage developed.    

 

 

      Figure 2. Experimental setup in buckling loading 
 

3 Experimental results and discussion  
By previous study [9] showed that the mechanical behaviour of composite material obtained 
by tensile loading showed quasi-linear up to failure. This raison is quit difficult to understand 
damage mechanism when we consider only stress-strain relation. Consequently, AE response 
during tensile loading were analysed and we found that a good agreement between damage 
evolution obtained by experimental observation and AE hits accumulated on (08), (90°8), 
(45°8), (0°2,90°2)S, (90°2,0°2)S, (0°2,±45°2,90°2)S and (90°2,±45°2,0°2)S laminates. Matrix 
cracking, fibre breakage, fibre/matrix debonding and delamination can be found (Figure 3). 
The fibre breakage and the delamination occured primary in (0°8) and (0°2,±20°2)S laminates, 
respectively. While, (0°2,90°2)S and (90°2,0°2)S laminates provoked the matrix cracking. 
Finally, all of the damages in above can be observed in (0°2,±45°2,90°2)S and (90°2,±45°2,0°2)S 
laminates. The more detail of damages and AE results in tensile loading of composite material 
were presented in ref. [9]. Concerning to buckling test, the similar damage can be found as the 
tensile test. We found that damage mechanisms were developed not only in tensile side but 
also in compression side (Figure 4). Moreover, other damages such as splitting also occurred 
during buckling loading.  
Fig. 5 shows the classification of AE parameters for each damage in composite material: fibre 
breakage (C1), matrix macro-cracking (C2), matrix micro-cracking (C3), micro-delamination 
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or delaminate onset (C4), macro delamination and longitudinal matrix cracking (C5) and 
interfacial debonding (C6). Note that the splitting in bucking test represents between C2 and 
C5 class. We found that similar nature of AE signals of composite material can be found 
during tensile and buckling loading (Figure 6(a)). Also, most of them have the peak frequency 
which is higher than 300 kHz (Figure 7). We found that the fibre break showed low amplitude 
(<60dB), while ply cracking, macro delamination and splitting showed high amplitude 
(>80dB). The delamination onset and the fibre/matrix debonding showed intermediate 
amplitude. Note that AE signals with high amplitude also represented high peak power. 
In composite-antenna-structure specimen subjected in buckling test, only composite side (in 
tensile or compression) can be observed the damage developed (Figure 8). These damages are 
similar with the composite specimen. Furthermore, composite/antenna systems debonding 
also occurred in both case (see in Figure 8 for composite in tensile). Although AE response of 
absolute energy as a function of duration in composite-antenna-systems is similar with 
composite material under tensile and buckling loading (Figure 6(b)), but peak frequency is 
different. In present of antenna systems joined by adhesive layer provoked the low peak 
frequency (<300 kHz). We found that 25% and 50% of AE events represent in low peak 
frequency in tensile and compression side, respectively. Due to high attenuation in polymer 
material; consequently, no signal can not be detect during damage occurred in polymer. In 
this reason, we suppose that the low peak frequency signal provide from the debonding 
between composite and antenna systems. However, this hypothesis is able to verify in 
adhesive joint test by using special fixture so called Arcan-Mines fixture. Beside, in case of 
composite in tensile side, more detected signals can obtain to compare with another one. This 
phenomenon is corresponding to damage developed which many damage occurred when the 
composite specimen subjected in tensile side. While, the splitting associated with cluster of 
fibre break were primary in case of composite in compression side.  

 

  
(a) (b) 

 

 

 
(c) (d) 

Figure 3. Damages observed under tensile test: (a) fibre breakage in (08) laminate, (b) ply cracking in S)90,0( 22
°°  

laminate, (c) delamination in (0°2,±20°2)S  laminate and (d) damages developed in S)90,45,0( 222
°°° ±  laminate 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 4. Damage mechanisms in buckling loading: (a) compression side and (b) tension side (c) damage in 
thickness direction 

 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 5. Classifications of damage in composite material by using tensile loading 
 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 6. AE signal response of buckling test of composite material (a) and buckling test in composite-antenna-
system under tensile in composite side (b) to comparison with tensile loading  
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(a) (b) 

Figure 7. Peak frequency under tensile and buckling loading in composite case (a) and buckling loading in 
composite-antenna-system (b) 

 

 

 

 
 

(a) (b) 

Figure 8. Damages developed of composite-antenna-structures under buckling loading: (a) debonding occurred 
in tensile side and (b) no damage occur in compression side 

 
4 Conclusion  
The results from the tensile tests generated preferentially a certain damage mode of composite 
material: fibre breakage (0°), matrix cracking (0°2,±90°2)S, (90°2,0°2)S, interfacial 
delamination (0°2,±20°2)S, fibre/matrix debonding (0°2,±90°2)S, (90°2,0°2)S). Regarding the 
buckling test of composite specimen, similar damages as tensile tests can be found. Moreover, 
the splitting crack propagation both in tensile and compression side of specimen was also 
observed. In composite-antenna-structure specimen, the similar damage can observe but only 
in composite part tensile or in compression side. Furthermore, composite/antenna-structures 
debonding occurred both case of composite-antenna-structures buckling test.  
The multivariable method is available to discriminate on each damage in composite material 
both tensile test and bucking test. Finally, the validation of AE clustering has been carried out 
on composite antenna specimen under buckling loading. The fibre breakage represented low 
amplitude, absolute energy and duration while the matrix cracking, the macro delamination 
and the splitting showed high amplitude, absolute energy and duration. Damage modes of AE 
clustering showed a good correlation with experimental results. In addition, low peak 
frequency was found in buckling test of composite-antenna-systems. We suppose that this low 
peak frequency is corresponding to adhesive debonding of composite and antenna systems..  
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